
Let’s Camp November 2022 Release Notes

Usability Tweaks & Bug Fixes:
● Added background classifications necessary to develop the ability to check out multiple

sites at the same time
● Added a column for the booking reference number to the add-on report
● Made a change to reduce the occurrence of users hitting error pages
● Fixed a bug that led to an error page when clicking “view bookings” in the “Grouped by

sites” tab of the booking reports.
● Fixed a bug where the 24-hour grace period wouldn’t take effect if the booking was

created/cancelled within 1 day of checkin
● Fixed a bug that was causing the attribute icons of sites to display incorrectly
● Fixed a bug in the transaction report that was displaying certain transactions on the

wrong day due to a UTC time conflict
● Added Let’s Camp’s refund rules & Modification of Terms policy to campgrounds’ profile

page
● Removed Let’s Camp’s terms from the checkout process

○ Replaced this checkbox by splitting a campground’s refund rules from their
policies so campers have to agree to them separately

● Added a spot to camper registration that says, “By registering to use Let's Camp, you
agree to our privacy policy & terms of service.”

● We removed the up and down arrows on the RV length field because they were
confusing some campers

● Updated “Boat length” settings for campgrounds that use boats instead of RVs to match
the RV length’s flexibility

● Fixed misalignment in the Campground field in the search box on the homepage
● For promo codes that have a maximum number of uses, attempting to use that code

more than the max will display the error, “This promo code has exceeded its maximum
number of uses”

● Fixed a bug that led to an error page if an admin pressed the “back” button after
cancelling a booking.

New Features:
Conditional Products: Added conditional rules options to products to allow them to appear
conditionally based on these criteria:

- Unit Types
- Site Types
- Minimum Nights Booked


